AUTOMATED GEO-RECTIFICATION SYSTEM FOR SPACEBORNE SAR DATA USING INTERFEROMETRY [1]
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Firm:
Vextra Corp [2]
Award Solicitation:
NASA SBIR 1995 Phase II Solicitation [3]
Award ID:
SBIR_95_P2_950358
Award Dollars:
599,933.00
Award Lead Center:
Stennis Space Center [4]
Proposal Number:
08.13-0094
Proposal Title:
AUTOMATED GEO-RECTIFICATION SYSTEM FOR SPACEBORNE SAR DATA USING INTERFEROMETRY
EHB Solicitation ID:
SBIR_95_P2
EHB ID:
SBIR_95_P2_950358
Award Status:
In Process
EHB Firm ID:
8600573
Firm PI First Name:
JOHN
Firm PI Last Name:
CURLANDER
Firm PI Phone:
0
Firm PI Email:

Firm Official First Name:
STEVE
Firm Official Last Name:
ROCHE
Firm Official Phone:
2147483647
Firm Official Email:

Firm Zip:
80301
Firm Zip4:
0000
RI:

Firm State:
Colorado [5]
Firm City: